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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. This report provides a summary of the outcomes of the work of Internal Audit 
for 2017/18 and includes the Internal Audit Managers opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Council’s arrangements for risk management, governance 
and internal control in accordance with the requirements of the Public Sector 
Internal Audit Standards.

1.2. Key points from internal audit’s annual report are:

• The annual opinion of the Internal Audit Manager. Based on the work 
undertaken by internal audit during the year, provides reasonable assurance 
over the adequacy and effectiveness of the council’s overall arrangements for 
governance, risk management and internal control.

• Based on Risk Based and Financial systems cyclical audits along with risk and 
control advice for the implementation of the General Data Protection 
Regulations, Risk Based Verification on housing claims and the revised risk 
strategy.

• Overall, 55% of internal audit reviews completed in the year have resulted in at 
least reasonable levels of assurance.

• The internal audit plan provided an appropriate level of coverage to provide the 
opinion and there have been no threats to internal audit’s independence in the 
year to which this opinion relates.  However, completion of the plan was 
compromised by a cyber-attack that affected all the Councils IT systems from the 
end of August 2018.  Internal Audit confirmed that information was not available 
for any of the affected systems.  This included the financial management 
systems where certain actions are still subject to recurring issues.

• Internal audit has operated in conformance with the mandatory Public Sector 
Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).



• Summaries of the outcomes of all completed audits during the year are included 
at Appendix 1.

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1. Members are asked to note:

• The progress achieved in 2017/18 in delivering the audit plan and the outcomes 
of completed audit reviews set out in Appendix 1.  Which details the operational 
impact of the Cyber Attack in August 2017 on this planned activity.

• The Internal Audit Managers opinion of limited assurance on the Council’s 
overall systems of governance, risk management and internal control for the 
year ended 31st March 2018.

• The Internal Audit Managers declaration of conformance with the mandatory 
Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.

• The Internal Audit Managers declaration of Internal Audit independence as 
required by the PSIAS. Page 53 Agenda Item 5.

• Internal Audit performance measures are included at Appendix 2.

• The outcomes of the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme at 
Appendix 3.

3. BACKGROUND

3.1. All local authorities must make proper provision for internal audit in line with 
the 1972 Local Government Act. The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 
require that the Council undertake an effective internal audit to evaluate the 
effectiveness of its risk management, control, governance processes and taking 
into account public sector internal auditing standards or guidance.

3.2. Internal Audit is responsible for providing independent assurance to the 
Council’s senior management and to the Audit and Governance Committee on 
the systems of governance, risk management and internal control.

3.3. It is management’s responsibility to establish and maintain internal control 
systems and to ensure that resources are properly applied, risks appropriately 
managed and the achievement of outcomes.  Management is responsible for the 



system of internal control and set in place policies and procedures to ensure 
that controls are operating effectively. 

Internal Audit Opinion

3.4. The purpose of this report is to give my opinion as the Internal Audit Manager 
for Copeland Borough Council, based on the adequacy and effectiveness of the 
Council’s systems of risk management, governance and internal control.  From 
the work undertaken by internal audit for the year ended 31st March 2018. This 
annual opinion from the designated head/lead officer of the internal audit 
function is a requirement of the Public Sector Internal Auditing Standards.

3.5. This report is a key contributor to the Council’s Annual Governance Statement. 

3.6. In giving this opinion, assurance can never be absolute and it is not possible to 
give complete assurance that there are no major control weaknesses. My 
opinion is based on the work undertaken by internal audit during the year.  It 
also recognises the unexpected operational impact of the cyber-attack on our 
ability to gather evidence essential to our function.

3.7. The original audit plan for 2017 / 2018, agreed following discussions with the 
Corporate Leadership Team (CLT) in June 2017.  This identified those business 
operations that were deemed to be of concern, requiring an audit assurance and 
recommendations for improving controls.

3.8. Unfortunately, the whole of the Council’s IT systems were subject to a major 
ransomware attack, which affected all applications and network connections, at the end 
of August 2017.  The attack encrypted every file on the network.  Internal audit can 
confirm that this continues to affect parts of the business.

3.9. With the above, it has not been possible to complete sufficient internal audit 
work to allow me to provide reasonable assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of risk management, governance and internal control.

3.10. The cyber-attack caused massive disruption to IT systems across the whole of 
the business, which is still affecting a number of systems.  Following the attack, 
CLT identified those areas included in the audit plan where they had greatest 
concern and where an internal and robust audit review would assist in ensuring 
recovery actions and investments would be fully informed.  CLT and internal 
audit agreed to target the reviews requiring attention in 2017/18 and those 
deferred until the following financial year.  CLT were fully expecting internal 
audit to provide a low level of assurance, especially from the Payroll audit.  



However, an independent review was required to enable targeted remedial 
action to commence.  

3.11. Internal audit also agreed to consider responses to recommendations linked to 
the follow up audits planned for 2017/18.  It will not be possible to verify 
management responses until 2018/19, but the evidence provided indicates that 
the assurance rating for four of the six follow up audits would have been 
reasonable.  With the remaining two, being dependent on the appointment of a 
Property Services Manager.  This new incumbent took up role on 20th June 2018 
and I am aware that work is underway to respond to the recommendations. 

3.12. Another area of concern was the response time for taking action on audit 
recommendations.  I can confirm that from early March 2018 that there has 
been a concerted effort across the Council to provide timely responses to 
recommendations.  Further review confirmed that where management failed to 
meet the original response date, they record the reasons, verify through 
performance management and agree follow up action.

3.13. I can report that there has been no threat to the independence of internal audit 
that would influence the provision of my annual opinion statement.

3.14. In my opinion, the cyber-attack in August 2017 had a major impact on Copeland 
Borough Council’s operational management of its overall framework of 
governance, risk and internal control.  The Council is currently undergoing a 
critical review of the lessons learned related to business impacts and recovery 
following the attack.  Not all business systems have fully recovered months after 
the attack.  This in turn has had a major impact on the internal audit plan.  It is 
my opinion that it was not possible to undertake sufficient audit testing to 
provide a positive that controls are working effectively in practice. 

Internal audit coverage and outcomes 

3.15. The Audit and Governance Committee approved the audit plan at its meeting in 
June 2017. Due to the Council being subject to a major Cyber Attack in August 
2017, changes were made to the original plan.

3.16. During 2017/18, eight audits have been completed and issued as final reports.  
With one further audit awaiting final clearance of the draft report.  All of the 
audits formed the audit opinion. 

• Reports – 8 (plus one awaiting management response).
• Reasonable assurance – 5



• Partial assurance – 2
• Limited / No assurance - 2

3.17. In addition to this additional information was collated on behalf of the S.151 
Officer for financial years 2017/18 on main financial systems not subject to an 
audit in the relevant year.  This level of completed audits I consider insufficient 
to provide an annual opinion. 

3.18. 55% of audits completed, received a reasonable assurance level and this is 
reflected in our annual report.  As already reported, that as well as the two 
partial and two limited assurance opinions arising in 2017/18 the cyber-attack 
meant that it was not possible to gather the evidence to complete any follow up 
audits from previous years.  These include the main accounting system; 
information security and records management; performance management; 
operational risk management; community asset transfers; property 
maintenance and cash receipting.

3.19. Internal Audit undertook sufficient work to provide an assurance that senior 
managers are fully aware of the actions required to improve the assurance levels 
for the follow up audits.  Following feedback from operational and senior 
management, these have now been included in the 2018/19 audit plan.

3.20. Internal Audit effectiveness is reliant on management implementing agreed 
actions from audit reports on a timely basis and senior management/Audit & 
Governance Committee monitoring this is happening. Note that reports to the 
Audit & Governance Committee on overdue implementation of agreed actions 
show that this is not always the case and this is an area for development.  As 
noted above there is evidence that action to implement recommendations is 
now improving and that CLT are monitoring appropriately the progress that 
made.

3.21. Measures of internal audit performance are included at Appendix 2 to this 
report.

3.22. Reports confirm that 55% of reports concluding at least a reasonable level of 
assurance and Management are aware of outstanding issues.

3.23. Where the overall opinions in audit reports conclude that existing controls only 
provide partial assurance, follow up audits are required.  Timing of the follow up 
is dependent on the expected date of implementation of recommendations.  
The aim is for this action to be taken within 6 months of the issue of the final 
report and if applicable, within the relevant audit year.  The cyber-attack 



affected implementation dates of recommendations and the deferment of 
already noted follow up audits.

3.24. Appendix 1 provides a summary of audit work undertaken during the year to 
31st March 2018. Details of these reviews have been reported to Audit and 
Governance Committee through regular internal audit progress reports during 
the year.

Statement of Conformance with Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS)

3.25. The risk-based approach I ensures all internal audits are conducted to comply 
with PSIAS. All audit work has been conducted in line with the agreed audit 
methodology and has been subject to Quality Assurance checks by internal audit 
management.

4. CONCLUSION

4.1. Internal audit work has been carried out in accordance with the mandatory 
standards for internal audit. 

4.2. Internal audit has been unable to complete sufficient work to provide an overall 
opinion on the systems of governance, risk management and internal control. 

4.3. There have been no threats to internal audit independence that would affect 
the provision of an annual opinion statement.

4.4. The annual opinion has concluded only partial assurance over the systems of 
governance, risk management and internal control. 



APPENDICES  

Appendix 1: Summary of internal audit work undertaken in support of the overall opinion. 

Appendix 2: Internal Audit performance measures.

Appendix 3: Summary of outcomes of the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme



APPENDIX 1

Directorate Audit Assurance opinion Recommendations by grade

Risk Based Audits

1 Executive Director Operations 
(Monitoring Officer)

Partnership Working Reasonable High priority – 0

Medium priority –  4

Advisory issue – 0 

2 Chief Executive Land Charges Reasonable High priority – 0

Medium priority –  4

Advisory issue – 0 

3 Executive Director Operations 
(Monitoring Officer)

Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults and 
Children

Reasonable High priority – 0

Medium priority –  5

Advisory issue – 0

4 Executive Director Operations 
(Monitoring Officer)

Revenue and Benefits - Welfare 
Reform

Partial High priority – 2

Medium priority –  3

Advisory issue – 1



Directorate Audit Assurance opinion Recommendations by grade

5 Chief Executive Home Renewal Assistance Grant Limited / Nil High priority – 3

Medium priority – 0

Advisory issue – 1

6 Executive Director Operations 
(Monitoring Officer)

Performance Management Reasonable High priority – 0

Medium priority –  3

Advisory issue – 1

Risk Based Cyclical Audits of Main Financial Systems (MFS)

7 Executive Director Operations 
(Monitoring Officer)

Payroll Limited / Nil High priority – 8

Medium priority – 5

Advisory issue – 0

8 Chief Executive Sundry Debtors, Debt Recover and 
Write off

Partial High priority – 3

Medium priority – 2

Advisory issue – 0



Directorate Audit Assurance opinion Recommendations by grade

9 Executive Director Operations 
(Monitoring Officer)

Benefits Reasonable High priority – 1

Medium priority – 5

Advisory issue – 0

Planned work in 2017/18 plan that could not be undertaken

1 Chief Executive Health and Safety Deferred to 2019/20 Revised procedures 
introduced early 2018.  
A&GC agreed in January 
2018 to defer to 2019/20.
 

2 Managing Director Licencing Deferred to 2018/19 The cyber-attack in August 
2017 had a major impact on 
the IT system used to record 
licensing information.  
Reported to A&GC LT 
agreed to defer the audit to 
allow recovery and to revise 
the scope based on revised 
risks.

3 Managing Director Information Governance Deferred to 2018/19 A CBC wide review of 
Information Governance has 
commenced following the 
cyber-attack.



4 Managing Director Main Accounting System – Follow up Deferred to 2018/19 This is subject to a cyclical – 
financial audit, which is due 
in 2018/19.  The audit will 
follow up the audit 
recommendations from the 
previous audit.

5 Executive Director Community Asset Transfer – Follow up Deferred to 2018/19 Due to departmental 
restructure, cyber-attack 
and inability to fill the 
managers post the follow up 
is deferred to 2018/19.

6 Executive Director Operational Risk Management – 
Follow up

Deferred to 2018/19 Due to departmental 
restructure, cyber-attack 
and inability to fill the 
managers post the follow up 
is deferred to 2018/19.

7 Executive Director Property maintenance - contract 
management – Follow up

Deferred to 2018/19 Due to departmental 
restructure, cyber-attack 
and inability to fill the 
managers post the follow up 
is deferred to 2018/19.

8 Managing Director Cash receipting – Follow up Deferred to 2018/19 The cyber-attack continues 
to have an impact on both 
the financial management 
system and feeder systems.  



9 Managing Director ICT Strategy implementation – Follow 
up

Deferred to 2018/19 Following the cyber-attack, 
the strategy has been under 
constant review, with a plan 
to present a draft by the end 
of June 2018.  The follow up 
audit will be completed in 
2018/19. 

SUMMARY OF ASSURANCE LEVELS
SUBSTANTIAL REASONABLE PARTIAL TOTAL

0 5 2 2
0% 56% 22% 22%

Percentage of revised plan complete 100% Reasonable assurance or above 5/9 equates to 56%



Appendix 2 – Internal audit measures of performance

KPI Measure of Assessment Target Actual performance data

Output Measures

Planned audits completed.

To enable an annual opinion to be 
provided on the overall systems of 
risk management, governance and 
internal control.

% of planned audit reviews (or 
approved amendments to the plan) 
completed in respect of the financial 
year.

95% (target reflects need for audit 
plans to be dynamic and respond to 
emerging risks).

Quarterly reports ensure delivery 
against the plan is on track.

There are 18 reviews in the revised 
2017/18 plan, which includes six 
follow up reviews.

Following the cyber-attack at the 
end of August 2017, the plan was 
revised to allow the follow up audits 
to commence in Quarter 4.  With a 
further, three audits delayed to 
2018/19.

Continuing IT issues mean the follow 
up audits were deferred to 2018/19.

To date eight full audit reviews have 
been finalised, with a further one 
that is awaiting response to the 
draft report.

Audit scopes agreed % of audit scopes agreed with 
management and issued before 
commencement of the audit 
fieldwork.

100%
Reported quarterly

Actual – 100%



KPI Measure of Assessment Target Actual performance data

Draft reports issued by agreed 
deadline

% of draft internal audit reports 
issued by the agreed deadline or 
formally approved revised deadline 
agreed by Audit Manager and client.

80% (target is a reflection that this 
is a new way of working and 
deadlines may be impacted by 
several factors including client 
availability).
Reported quarterly

To date – nine draft reports issued 
for the 2017/18 plan.

Deadlines for each review were 
affected by IT issues.  Changes to 
delivery dates were agreed with 
each client.

Timeliness of final reports % of final internal audit reports 
issued for senior manager 
comments within 5 working days of 
management response or closeout.

90% (target recognises that there 
may on occasion be delays in 
finalising reports, eg. - where 
further work is required to resolve 
matters identified at closeout 
meeting)
Reported quarterly.

To date – eight final reports issued 
for the 2017/18 plan, all issued 
within five days of the closure 
meeting.

Recommendations agreed % of recommendations accepted by 
management

95% quarterly (target reflects that it 
is management’s responsibility to 
assess their risks and take final 
decision on whether risk may be 
accepted)

To date eight final reports have 
been Issued containing 47 
recommendations.

All recommendations have been 
accepted by management.

Follow up % of high priority audit 
recommendations implemented by 
target date

100% Quarterly Overdue actions are now included in 
a separate report from S 151 
Officer.



KPI Measure of Assessment Target Actual performance data

Assignment completion % individual reviews completed to 
required standard within target days 
or prior approved extension by 
Audit Manager

75% (target reflects that this is a 
new way of working for the audit 
service and systems for monitoring 
time spent on assignments may 
need to be further developed)

To date eight final reports issued 
from the 2017/18 plan.  Three have 
had extra days and an extension to 
the original targets.

Due to IT disruption target dates 
have been revised and to date all 
reports have been issued on time.

Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance checks completed % QA checks completed 100%.

Reported quarterly

Actual – 100%.

Customer Measures

Post audit customer satisfaction 
survey feedback.

% of customer satisfaction surveys 
scoring the service as ‘good’

80% (target reflects the need for 
internal audit to strive to deliver a 
customer focused service, but that 
due to the nature of internal audit 
roles and responsibilities, may not 
always elicit positive feedback).

Reported annually

Only one survey returned to date, 
which gave a “good score”

People Measures



KPI Measure of Assessment Target Actual performance data

Efficiency. % chargeable time. 80% (target takes account of non-
chargeable activities such as staff 
holidays, service development 
projects and team meetings).

Reported quarterly.

Actual to end of Q4 (2017/18) – 74%

For 2017/18, 13% of the total time 
recorded was non-productive, due 
to the Cyber-attack.

This amounted to over 56 days, 
affected due to a lack of IT.



Appendix 3

Outcomes of the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme INTERNAL ASSESSMENTS (PSIAS 
ref: 1311)

On-going reviews conducted 
through

Elements Confirmation of conformance

Supervision of engagements  Work is allocated from the 
annual risk based plan by 
the internal audit manager 

 Staff are involved in 
developing audit scope in 
conjunction with audit 
clients prior to 
commencement 

 Work is supervised to 
ensure that it complies with 
the approved methodology 
for carrying out an audit 

 Audit Manager attends 
close out meetings to 
support the auditor and 
ensure that key messages 
are relayed appropriately 

 All Internal Audit reports 
signed off by Audit 
Manager 

√

√

√

√

√

Regular, documented review 
of working papers during 
engagements

 Audit Manager reviews 
each audit file to ensure: 

 The scope and objectives of 
the audit have been agreed 
with clients and adequately 
documented and 
communicated 

 Key risks have been 
identified 

 The audit testing strategy 
has been designed to meet 
the objectives of the audit 
and testing undertaken to 

√

√

√

√



On-going reviews conducted 
through

Elements Confirmation of conformance

the extent necessary to 
provide an audit opinion for 
each piece of work Audit 
has been completed in a 
thorough, accurate and 
timely manner 

 The standard of working 
papers and evidence 
collected during the audit 
are in accordance with 
audit processes and 
procedures 

 The draft audit report fully 
reflects all findings from 
the audit and these are 
properly explained and 
practical recommendations 
made 

 The assurance rating is fully 
supported by the working 
papers and can be justified 
by the auditor 

 The audit has been 
completed within the time 
allocation 

 The audit report has been 
produced to a good 
standard in an accurate and 
timely manner 

 Training and development 
needs identified through 
the review process. 

√

√

√

√

√

√

Audit manual containing all 
key policies and procedures to 
be used for each engagement 
to ensure compliance with 
applicable planning, fieldwork 
and reporting standards

 Audit manual is in place for 
all key elements of the 
audit process together with 
templates for all audit 
working papers.

√

Feedback from customer 
survey on individual 
assignments.

 Customer feedback form 
reviewed in June 2017 and 
linked to performance 

√



On-going reviews conducted 
through

Elements Confirmation of conformance

measures for internal audit. 

 Feedback form issued for 
all internal audit 
assignments 

 Feedback from client 
satisfaction forms passed 
on to individual auditors. 
Any areas identified for 
learning and development 
are taken forward 

 Any common issues are 
identified and action taken 
where necessary

√

√

√

Analysis of performance 
measures established to 
improve internal audit 
effectiveness and efficiency

 Regular monitoring of 
performance measures by 
the audit manager. 

 Feedback to individuals as 
appropriate 

 Reporting to audit 
committees on a quarterly 
basis.

√

√

√

All final reports and 
recommendations are 
reviewed and approved by the 
Audit Manager

 Formal sign off and issue of 
all final reports and 
recommendations by Audit 
Manager.

 New audit report template 
includes comments from 
Corporate Director or 
equivalent.

√

√



Periodic reviews conducted 
through

Elements Confirmation of conformance

Annual risk assessments for 
the purposes of annual audit 
planning

 Annual risk assessment of 
each organisation’s audit 
universe as part of the 
planning process

√

Annual assessment of Internal 
Audit’s conformance with its 
Charter, PSIAS with an 
improvement plan produced 
to address any areas of non-
conformance identified

 Review of Charter for 
conformance 

 Annual completion of CIPFA 
checklist for assessing 
conformance with the 
PSIAS 

 Improvement plan 
produced to address areas 
of non-conformance. 

 Service development plan 
identifying actions for 
service improvement.

√

√

√

√

Quarterly reports to audit 
committees on progress with 
delivery of the audit plan

 Preparation of progress 
report for Audit and 
Governance Committee 
and Audit Manager attends 
committee meetings.

√

Adherence to Code of Ethics 
by all internal audit staff.

 Staff reminded of the Code 
of Ethics.

√

Annual completion of 
declaration of business 
interests by all internal audit 
staff

 Interests declared as 
appropriate and considered 
by Audit Manager 
allocating work.

√

EXTERNAL ASSESSMENTS (PSIAS ref:1310)

External Assessments will be carried out in accordance with the requirements of the PSIAS and 
reported to Audit and Governance Committees as appropriate. 

REPORTING ON THE QUALITY ASSURANCE AND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME (PSIAS ref: 1320)

The results of the quality assurance programme and progress against any improvement plans must 
be reported in the annual report.



Internal Assessments – reports of internal assessments will be reported to the Audit Committee on 
an annual basis.

External Assessments – results of external assessments will be reported to the Audit Committee and 
S151 officer at the earliest opportunity following receipt of the external assessors report. The 
external assessment report will be accompanied by a written plan in response to significant findings 
and recommendations contained in the report.


